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A. FORBWORD

This 18 the fortieth 
Programme working paper series of the

paper to appear In the World Employment
I research project on Migration for 

T5mployraent. The aim of the project Is to Investigate the 
of International migration movements from low-income 
countries for economic and social policy making.

I

Implications 
to hlgh-lncome

This is the fifth 
team of researchers.

paper to come from the UNPPA/ILO supported Lesotho 
(The other four are working papers no. 17, 10, 35 and 38 

- see appended list.) it places the legal regime of labour migration 
from Lesotho to South Africa Into Its socio-economic, and political history, 
traces the origin and development of state Involvement, examines the interl
governmental recruitment agreement of ig?'? as well, as the social welfare 
legislation concerned with migrants, and attempts to make an appraisal 
the role of the legal structures in the of

process of migration.

December igifl
W. R. BBhnlng
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I. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND TO LABOUR MlgRATTON IH LESOTHO

(*). Early econonle eelf-Buffleleney of tha poai nt econ<

Lesotho can,, to he called "the grana^ of South Africa" (Gennond, 1967). 
misslona^es appear to have played a significant role in procoting this 

•ncour^ing the peasants to concentrate on .ore exportable
cl^se th " preference to sorghum), iruit and vegetables and.
course, the rearing of sheep and goats for wool and mohair, 
also encouraged the use of the steel plough for efficient 
use of the ox-wagon to facilitate transportation of their products, 
missionaries encouraged earning money mainly because it enabled the Basuto to 
b^ ^uropean clothing to look like good Christians, as well as to acquire a 
ay of life practiced by the missionaries themselves.

fl

The

of

The missionaries
production and the

The

This self-sufficiency and prosperity 
the early 18608. was severely hit by the Boer wars in
grain and stort t expropriated by the Boers and
grain and stock looted after pushing the Basuto into the mountains.

P--i3tent calls by Moshoeshoe (the 
the Basuto nation) to the British for
control and put an end to the Boer 
followed British administration, 
flourished and trade

Trade was 
founder of 

assumedprotection, the British in 1868 
encroachment.^ With the relative peace that 

Lesotho recovered its prosperity, agriculture 
were a time of "boom", 

of war that Lesotho regained
resumed.

was not merely because of the absence
its position Of a supplier of grain and even exceeded previous output. The 
maiz^ ° Kimberley diamond mines provided a new market for wheat and

It is said that the 18703
However. It

These indications of the

2 ■" ”• 
as no migration for wage employment from Lesotho

The Intention is to recall that (unlike
Lesotho depends

relative economic Independence and prosperity of
that there

to South Africa at the time, 
today where about half the

ur, earnings to satisfy their subsistence
up until the early 20th century subsistence 
itself and in fact loft

population of
requirements)

was satisfied by the peasant 
“ surplus for sale to the industrial 

Africa. Danmas alludes to the
labour to the wdiite farms

economy
sector In South

fact that by 1850 a number of Basuto sold their 
in South Africa (Germond. 1976. p. 250) 

wrote (aee Wllllama.1971. p, 149> "The country of 
Colony every year with

In 1859 Dr. Casalis 
the Basuto furnished the Cape 

easily found employment owing 
reputation for loyalty and honesty."

......non,
muskets.

a great many workmen who
to the confidence inspired by their 
implies that for This

were sometimes paid in
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aon* to sfctiBfy erubslBtene# reqairomenta.
and horeM ' the former

Th»> Bfteuto \m*er

Thia migration for work waa not 
The main motivation aeema to nave been to purrtiaae guna 
could not be acquired with noney or by carter Inaide Lesotho).

tkiat firearms and horeea mattered - the gunsHoshoeahoe had learned the hard way
of the Boera almost annihilated them. ^

fields to earn the money to purohaae guns.
demonstrated in their defiance of the prohibition to 

pei'mi+ under the Cape Annexation Act of 1873 and
the Baauto beat the Cape Colonial

Even some of the chiefs went to the
trust in andThe Baautodiamond

attachment to the gur waa 
purchase guna without a . 
subsequently in the "Gun War' of 1879, enan 
Government.

In addition +o the purchase of guns and horses, the cash obtained by 
Baauto from selling their agricultural aurpluB and labour waa used to aatiafy

which had been introduced by mlssionariea, traders andwants of European origin 
the British administrators. Amoi^g these were education (mainly religious), 
European clothing, outleir, foodstuff and sugar. The Baeuto were also enooursged 
to build stone-wall iron-roof cottages and to abandon the traditional mud and

of life created new wantsthatch huts. The presence of Europeans and their way 
(for fuller +TOatment see Ellenberger and MacGregor, 1912, pp. 29’'-6).

’Whether through the sale >.f produce or labour, pa^-ticipatlon In the money 
economy was, at the tine, a ••discretionary" rather than a "neoessMfy•' act In the 
sense discussed by Arrighl in his ai.alyela of a similar phenomenon in the late
19th and early 20th cenfurv in Rhodesia, 
whatever its form was 'discretionary• in the sense that it was not essential to 
the satisfaction of the subsistence requirements of the African population" 
(Arrighi, 1973, p. 192;

••Participation in the money economy

also Bundy, 3 972).see

aelf-suffInlenev and the birth of large-scale(b) Loss of economic
reliance on sale of labour

extinction of the Basuto nation duiingDespite the recovery from the near
of the 1860s and the apparent prosperity of the 1870s, the

The seeds of perpetual want
the Boer wars
economic well-being of the Basuto was not to last, 
and dependence had been sown, 
recovered the fertile 
Orange Free State, 
permanently displaced.
refugees and normal population growth put under population pressure, 
prosperity of the Basutos in the 18703 was bound to be temporary, 
achieved by bringing under the plough all available land and overgrazing the

led to exhaustion and severe erosion of the soli.

The peace negotiated by the British had not 
lowlands that had been expropriated by the Boers of the

The original occupants of that part of the country had been 
They had to squeeze on the remaining land, which the

Thus, the
It was

ThenThie in t-imhillsides.
came the severe drought of 1885, causing famine.

seemed to bo recovering from this setback several South African
Most important was the 
m the land to work in the mines.

When Lesotho
sabotaged the sala of grain to Kimberly, 

policy of releasing large numbers of Africans
moves
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made possible by obtaining American and Australian grain cheaply andIt vaa
quickly at a time when Basuto grain had to be transported by costly ox-wagons, 

the Orange Free State and Transvaal Imposed a tariff on all grainMoreover,
from outside the Orange Free State, thus under-cutting Basuto prices, 
imposition of these tariffs mainly resulted from pressure by the new white 
capitalist farmers, who felt the competition of African peasant producers,

could also have been aimed at making African participation in production

The

But white
pressure
for the market expensive and thus force them into wage—labour, 
of rinderpest that killed half the stock made transport of grain almost Impossible

The 189'' outbreak

or at least very expensive.
All these troubles forced more and more men, especially the young, to go

The peasant agricultural economy could no longerinto wage-labour employment, 
utilise their labour or, what was worse, provide their subsistence needs.

In addition the goods such as blankets or sugar and the services such as
education, which had once been discretionary requirements, with time came to 
be looked upon as necessities,^ Participation in the money economy was no

Since earning money through the sale of produce was nolonger discretionary, 
longer profitable, or was too expensive in terms of effort and yield compared 
with wage-labour, only migration to South Africa promised a solution.

The situation has worsened to the e tent that today it is taken for granted 
that at any one time about 100,000 Basuto will be away on wage-labour contracts 
in South Africa and that nothing can be done about it.

II, ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT OF STATE
INVOIVEMEHT IN LABOUR MIGRATION

(a) Colonial policy regarding Basuto migration to South Africa

The Colonial Administration, whether directly under the British or 
indirectly under the Cape rule of 1871-1884, appears not to have actively and 
officially recruited at any time. However, the administration intended to raise 
revenue from the country. It was a condition of the British Government's 
acceptance of the entreaties of High Commissioner Wodehouse on behalf of 
Moshoeelee to put Lesotho under British protection, that Basutoland would pay 
the costs' of its administration through payment of Hut Tax,° How tht money to 
pay this tax was to be obtained was not the business of the Colonial Administra

tion, but it was initially assumed that this could easily be made from the sale
But, as already shown, money returns from theof agricultural produce or stock, 

peasant femning Were progressively decreasing due to the Boer farmer's unfair
competition, the diminishing amoxint of land available to each household, the 
natural disasters of drought and stock disease, and the exhaustion and erosion
of the soil on the overploxighed and overgrazed land.
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As anThe colonial administration, however, had to have the tax. 
administratively cost-free alternative seemed to present itself, the administra

tion adopted a policy of encouraging migration for wage-lal o\ir to South Africa. 
Thus the Resident Commissioner wrote in 1899: when the gold mines were seriously 
short of labour (Jeeves, 1975):

"Though for its size and population Basutoland produces a 
comparatively enormous amo\mt of grain, it has an industry 
of great economic value to South Africa, viz. the output of 
native labour. It supplies the sinews of agriciature in the 
Orange Free State, to a large extent it keeps going railway 
works, coal mining, the diamond mines at Jagersfontein and 
Kimberly, the gold mines of the Transvaal and furnishes, in 
addition, a large amount of domestic sei^ices in the surrounding 
territories ... To (those) who urge higher education of the 
natives, it may ne pointed out that to educate them above labour 
would be a mistake. Primarily the native labour industry supplies 
a dominion want and secondarily it tends to fertilise native 
territories with cash which is at once diffused for English 
Goods."7

This official attitude clearly indicates what kind of future was intended
to be a pool of cheap labour for the British and colonial capitalist 

The policy was not changed in later yeairs of colonial 
There is no clear evidence of efforts being made to find ways and means

for Basuto:
Interests in South Africa, 
rule.
of reducing migration or of giving serious thought to the question whether it 
was consistent with the welfsu'e of the migrants and the country. As late as
1958 a Colonial Official wrote;

"It would be idle to suppose that the land can ever support the whole 
working population of Basutoland and we must strive to maintain as 
many Basuto as possible in employment in the Union in so far as 
alternative sources of non-agricultural employment cannot be created 
for them in the territory itself."8 4Back in 1873 Griffith talkVery little alternative employment was created, 

of rapid development of public income but also showed how little wm spent:

"The total receipts in 1872 having been .<’,9,853, whilst in 1873 
they amounted to £12,806, showing an increase of £2,953. On the 
other hand, the total expenditure in 1872 was £.6,567, whilst that 
in 1873 was •‘’,6,278, showing a reduction of £289. The balance on 
hand on the 1st Jan. 1874 to credit of the Basutoland Revenue Account, 
was £14,955."9

Over eofo of this revenue was from Hut Tax. Expenditure on improving agriculture 
remained almost negligible over the years. For Instance in 1904-5, 3.3 per 
cent of total expenditure was spent on agriculture. Ten years later it was 
3.6 per cent while in 1934-5 it was 2.6 per cent.^° It was not considered 
necessary to have an officer devoted to agricultural matters until 1911; and 
ho was abroad from 1915 to 1920 during which time his work (donga prevention 
and tree planting) was in abeyarce (Plm, 1935, pp. 118-9). Pirn (1935, p. 134) 
reported in 1935 that;
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"no provieion la made for the greateat need of the Territory, 
the initiation of meaeurea to deal with the eroeion which ia 
ateadily ruining the country."

from the earlieat daya of the Colonial Adminiatration iaThia neglect of the land
partly reaponaible for the apparently Insurmountable problem of labour 

the neglect derived from the aasumption thev, ao long
there woe

at leeat
migration today; 
aa Baauto 
no need to develop Lesotho, 
until about 1954 and by the

because
continued to work in South African induatriea and fanna,

Moreoever, it wao aaoumed by the British Government 
South African Government until outumn 1963 that the 
would be Incorporated into South Africa (Halpem, 1965,

aeriously conoidered.
High Commioeion Territories 
pp. 433-4).
The diaastroua

Therefore, separate economic development was never
experiment of incorporation into the Cape (1871-1884) did 

courage either Britain or South Africa from contemplating Lesotho's Incorporation
not dia-

11into South Africa.

(b) Colonial leaialation facilitating labour migration in Lesotho
not to have undertaken any recruitingAlthough colonial administrators seem

- for the mines and farms of South Africa, their policy was
This included legislation that

- at least officially
rather than discourage migration, 

legal/administrstive framework enabling South African capital to
Although Hut Tax may have been introduced in 

other than to force Baauto peasants to participate in
As in South

to encourage 
provided a 
acceas 
Lesotho for a purpose

have

to the Baauto labour pool.

it neverthelees had this very consequence.the money economy,
Africa and Rhodesia, however, the major factor waa not taxation but landleeaneas 
- the defeat of the Basotho in the war with the Orange Free State resulted in

This led to the weakening of the peasant'ssubstantial losses of agricultural land.
depriving him and his off-spring of the only means to keep hiseconomic relations 

participation in the money economy discretionery. 13

The payment of the Hut Tax waa made law in 1869, soon after the Proclamation 
of 1868 declaring Baauto British subjects. It waa fixed at 10s per hut with an
option to pay in money, grain or stock. But a few years later only cash was

, An additional lOa waa to be paid per extra wife whether living in theaccepted
same hut or not, on the. ground that a man with more than one wife waa more 

than the one with only one (but, as Burman (1976, p.9) suggests, 
provision could also have been intended to discourage the unchriatian 

practice of polygamy). By Proclamation Ho. 49 of the Cape Parliament in 1880
Pirn (1935, p. 55) reports that this Increase 

Gun Her and its reduction back to lOa a condition of the
The reduction wee confirmed by Proclamation Ho. 2B of 

agreed to have the tax raised to avoid a subaidy 
left of their independence.

prosperous 
this

was onethe tax wao raiued to £1.
of the cauaes of the 
resumption of British rule.

However, in 1898 the Baauto1884.
from the Cape Government that was threatening what wao

basis of claims to interference withsince the Cape Parliament wao using it as a 
the Government of Lesotho (Pim, 1935, p. 22).

Thus, it could be applied for the first ti*to unmarried men.
(who were actually landless) to

In 1911 Hut Tax was changed to
a £l Foil Tax.
This had the effect of sending more young men 
mines to earn the tax. Taxation increased progressively over the years.
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From the early days of the tax, migrants paid it at the district offices
When professional labour recruiters come towhere they had to obtain a "pass".

1917 (the Native Recruiting Corporation), they advanced the recruit
The recruiters'

Lesotho around
the amount of tax so that he could pay it in advance of migration.

(Payment of a year's tax inadvance was later deducted from the migrants' wage.
condition of contract.) In 1922 a Lesotho tax officeadvance was and still is a

established in Johannesbvirg to house the so-called Rand Agents who collectedwas
subsequent tax dues, although they did not fully operate until 1972 (Pim, 1935, 
p. 58). This office provided a link between the interests of the Colonial 
Administration in Lesotho and mining capital in South Africa.

The other piece of colonial legislation that facilitated the supply of labour 
to South Africa was the law requiring the acquisition of a pass before leaving 

section 13 of Proclamation Ho. 44 of 1877 (amended Regulations^or 
Government of Basutoland) the High Commissioner of the Territories (who was

Lesotho. By 
the
also Governor of the Cape Colony) proclaimed:

"Every resident of Basutoland leaving Basutoland shall be provided 
with a pass signed by a Resident nagistrate or ''.v - 
person . . . . . . . . .--.4leaving Basutoland without a pass shall upon conviction be liable 
to a fine not exceeding 20 shillings."14

This law was modelled on the pass laws of the Cape Colony which were^first 
introduced in 1809 to control the movements of Africans in the Cape. These laws
spread to the Transvaal and Natal and today exist in South Africa in a more

TJwdr purpose was described by a South Africanrigorous and sophisticated form. 
Government Report in 1920 as follows:

"Pass Laws in the various Provinces of the Union have in the past , 
been considered necessary to secure control over the native population, 
and to provide a safeguard against crimes such as stock theft. In 
the earlier days their aim was principally directed against an influx of 
natives from the neighbouring barbarian tribes and for the protection of 
the cattle and property of border farmer. As the country became more 
settled they were utilised for enforcing contractual obligations between 
natives and Europeans and for detecting deserters, 
natives began to seek employment in the larger European urban and mining 
centres - more particularly the Witsatersrand - these laws, amplified 
and extended have been used to maintain order, to detect desertion|etc)

Later when the

It is difficult to agree with Lord Hailey (1951, p. 14) that colonial pass require

ments for Basotho were for reasons of internal policy and that "the necessity for 
a pass is now reinforced by the Union Regulations regarding the carrying of passes 
by Natives." The pass laws in the Cape and Natal predated those of Lesotho and 
therefore the foimer cannot be seen as having supplemented the latter, 
in the whole of Southern Africa must be seen as a concerted policy of controlling 
the movements of the Africans in the designated "white areas" of South Africa, 
and indirectly coercing them to sell their labour- in those sectors of the economy 
which need a large reservoir of cheap labour.

Pass laws
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" for this pxiTDOse la given hy Neame
of slavery In Britain In 1807 and 

The Africans
The history of the use of the ''pass 

(1962) as dating an far back as the abolition
thi consequent shortage of labour on white farms In South Africa, 

unwilling to work for white men. to meet the difficulty. InAs a measure

Any African proved a vagrant could be punished unless he carried 
could only obtain a pass to enter Into an agreement with a white

atatistlcal value at home, was issued 
in South Africa, l.e. to direct-him to unpopular employment 

, to restrict him to a particular employer and to Identify
his labour-power was no longer

wore

for Africans, 
as "vagrants", 
a pMS, and he 
farmer, 
fov the same purpose

The Mosuto's pass, whatever Its

on white farms and mines 
him for expulsion from the designated areas once

needed.
and specifically involving the administration

for South African capitalist interests
It provided for the levying of a

The first isglslation directly
the BasutolandWPS

in recrui-tment of Basuto
Native Labour Proclamation, No. 27, of 1907.

fee from labour recruiters and their agents (called "runners ) who aoWly
Recruitment was only permittedlicence

the soliciting for migrants in the villages.
representing certain industries and interests.

de factor monopoly of labour
did This
to licenced labour agents
allowed the administration the discretion of giving a
importation to one organisation, such as the Native Recruiting Corporation (as 
happened between the Portuguese and the Wltwatersrand Native Labour Association 
[WNLA] with regard ti> Mozambican workers around the turn of the 20th century).

An amendment to the Native Labour Proclamation in 1912. which was apparently 
enacted at the request of the Chamber of Mines, introduced measures to prevent

Ae articulated In a laterstealing of workers by employers from one another.
amendment. It was unlawful to:

"Induce, or employ or Instigate any other person 
native to quit the service of his employer in breach
by the offer of more attractive conditions of employment. (Proolama^ 
tion. No. 60, of 1939.) 1

in South Africa and had been enacted as a
A moatSimilar legislation was In existence

from mine managers through the Chamber of Hines, 
informative account of the cut-throat competition and "stealing"

result of pressure 
Interesting and _ 
of labour on the Rand gold mines is given by Jeeves (1975).

I serving the Interests of capital, which more 
than anything else indentlfled British Colonial Administration with the interests 
of capital, was the desertion clause. The Native Labour Proclamation, No. 5, of 
1942, which repealed the 1907 Proclamation and consolidated the law of employment. 

In the relevant section that It was a^rlmlnal offence to terminate a
Such a breach of contract made

In Lesotho, a further measure

stated
contract with one's employer without good cau^e,
the offender liable to a fine not exceeding fio or imprisonment not exceeding two 

This provision was a common feature Master and Servant Acts of South
lntroduced\by the British, in the'^e and

unquestioningly obedient
months.
Africa and Rhodesia which were first

the 18508 "to ensure that African workejrs wereNatal In
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The abhorrentand respectful to their white masters" (Hepple, 1971, p. 22).
essence of desertion provisions was that they converted a civil dispute between 
the worker and hie employer into a punishable criminal offence, 
implications was that, if a worker did not want to continue to sell his labour- 
power to a particular employer, he nevertheless had to for fear of the strong

This, of course, was a version of 
forced labour and a flagrant demonstration of the subservience of law to economic 
forces. In concrete terms, once the Basuto contracted to work on the mines they 
were bound to complete their contracts despit-j the inhuman living and working 
conditions and very low wages and in spite of opportunities of better paying 
jobs in other sectors of the economy like manufacturing.

pnST-TWnBPKWnKHCE legal framev/ork of labour wigratiow

The obvious

ana of the state being used against him.

III.

(a) The 197? Agreement between Lesotho and South Africa

As stated earlier, during the time of the Colonial Administration there was 
no inter-governmental legal relationship concerning the migration of Basuto 
workers between Lesotho and South Africa comparable to that which existed for

Local legislation had been sufficient 
In 1963, following the deterioration of British/

Mocambique since the late 19th centui?.
to regulate the flow of labour.
South African relations over incorporation of the High Commission Territories, 
South Africa passed the Allens Control Act which, among other things, required 
all non-South Africans (including those from the High Commission Territories) to

Until 1963 the Recruiting Agents issued special "passes"carry valid passports.
With the coming into effect of theto Basotho going to South Africa for work.

Alien's Act the special passes were no longer valid and Lesotho authorities had
Other administrative arrangements regarding migrantto issue local passports, 

labour control were apparently made (but were not made public) between South 
Africa and the Colonial Authorities on 1st July 1963, including the establishment
of border control points through which Basotho entering South Africa had to pass.

■ This situation did not change after independence in 1966. Although the
South African Proneman Report had recommended as early as January 1963 that South 
Africa should enter into fon\al agreements with all labour supplier countries to 
regulate the flow of migrant workers into South Africa, and although the recommenda-

the agreement with Lesothotlon was implemented in 1967 in the case of Malawi, 
did not come into force until August 1973. It is not clear why the agreement was 
concluded at this, particular time rather than before (as in Malawi) or after (as 
in Swaziland - 1975). However, information suggests that in 1973 the tax-collectihg 
Rand Agency was disintegrating and Botswana and Lesotho decided to haye separate 
representatives in South Africa,’:? Thus, the prime factor behind thef^reement 
can be seen as the establishment of a Lesotho Labour Representative in South Africa.
This view is reflected in the Agreement itself, as the office of Labour Representa

tive and its functions occupy the first three Articles, which are given prominence in 
In comparison, the Medawl Agreement of 1967 (the new Agreement onthe preamble.

the export of labour-power from Malawi, concluded probably late in 1977, is not
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X

available to the writer) put the emphasis on regularisation and documentation of 
number of Malawian workers Illegally in South Africa at the time.

of the South Africa-Lesotho Agreement can be said to be the
the large

The purpose
following:

(1) the formalisation in a legal Instrment of the^ministrative 
^ ' regulating labour migration from Lesotho to Southmechanisms

Africa;'
establishment of the office of Lesotho Labour Representative

concerning Basotho migrant workers
(2) the

in South Africa;
(3) provision for other matters 

in South Africa./

administrative mechanism regulating labour migration(1) The

(i) The general provisions
sided nature of the agreementThe general provisions clearly indicate the one-

They reflect, or. the one hand, the strong bargaining 
her dominating economic position and, on the other, 

the part of Lesotho due to her virtually total 
They show how capital in South Africa has 

administrative resources at its service

in favour of South Africa, 
power of South Africa due to 
the absence of bargaining power on
economic dependency on South Africa, 
used the state machinery to put Lesotho's

of Basotho cheap labour-power in a way suitable toin facilitating the purchase 
capital. Thus article VI states:

"(b) The engagement of Lesotho citizens for employment i" 3^h 
Africa shall be subject to the availability of South Africa labour 
and may be regulated by South African authorities accordingly .

to citizens of Lesotho, the^ Agreement makes 
The clause is liable to be 
within South Africa.

Thus, far from guaranteeing employment 
their continued employipent uncertain and vulnerable.

Whereasinvoked in response to economic or political pressures 
it could be said that it is legitimate for a receiving state to Insert such a 
clause in inter-state agreements with supplier countries to protect the receiving

unfavourable conditions thatstate's own working population against unemployment or 
might follow from an over-supply of labour. South Africa has shown that she is not 
concerned about domestic black unemployment. In spite of widespread black unemploy

ment in South Africa, industry (particularly in the mining and agricultural sectors)
The purpose la in the firsthas cohtlnued to recruit foreign African labour.

instance economic, l.e. to weaken the position of workers in fixing the price of
However, South Africa also had a political motive. The clause is atheir labour.

constant reminder of South Africa's ability to strangle Lesotho economically bj 
denying employment to about 50'? of her total workforce presently employed in^South 

does not remain friendly, meaning politically non-hostile,
with' the South African apartheid legislation banning

Africa if Lesotho 
The clause is also in line 
Africans from urban areas if not required by capital.

The unpalatable prospect of terminating employment of Basotho under the pre
labour supply would tend to weaken Lesotho's positiontext of self-sufficiency in 

in any attempt to 
its citizens working in South Africa.

negotiate for Improvements in working conditions and welfare o
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Article VII requires any past or present arrangements between Lesotho officials 
and any recruiting organisation to be "subject to approval of the two respective 

Lesotho officials represent the Government, this Article is
Why would she 

to be that such

Sincegovernments".
intended to give South Africa the right to veto any arrangements, 
want to veto the arrangements? The main reason would seem 
arrangeaents with an individual or a group might not be in the overall Interest of■

This could be utilised, for instance, if the Anglo-
liberal arrangement with Basotho workers

capital in South Africa.
American companies tried to come to a more

Arrangements that infringe apartheidin spite of resistence from other employers.
and regulations would also be vetoed, superficially as a political natter but

of accumulation and
laws
ultimately in protection of capital as endangering the process 
capitalist growth based on the extremely low coat of employing migrant labour. ?2

asked is whether it would have been in the interestsOne question that might be 
of Lesotho for the Agreement to stipulate an annual quote of guaranteed employment

First, the quota might be tooThere are two possible answers.
number of Basotho obliged to seek employment in South Africa.

in South Africa?
low for the growing
It would, therefore, saddle Lesotho with a greater unemployment problem while any

South Africa for employment would beconsequent reduction in dependence on
Second, the quote might be high, enough to absorb all or almost all

This would have
insignificant.
of those who need employment and are willing to go into the nines, 
the negative effect of further entrenching Lesotho's dependence on South Africa by

A quotatending to make Lesotho complacent about domestic employment creation, 
system is thus undesirable, irreepective of whether it would be a "floor* or a "ceiling*.

It is beneficial in the long run that Lesotho should reckon with the possibility 
of sudden termination by South Africa of the import of Panotho labour. iTncertainty 
would serve to prepare the country progressively for reabsorption of the.workers.

The policy of the Chamber of Fines over the last two years has been to reduce 
its reliance on foreign supplies of labour and to concentrate on local black labour. 
This policy has been made increasingly successful by the .apartheid policy of 
classifying South African blacks as foreigners, citizens of the "homelands", and 
thus maintaining the essential feature of migrant workers - temporary residents of 
urban areas, who are paid sub-subsistence wages, for whom social costs and the full 
cost Of the reproduction of their labour are not borne by those who utilise their 
labour but by the Impoverished area from whence they come.

(li) Immigration and documentation
. In addition to requiring comnliance "with the laws and regulations governing 

the admission to, residence in and departi;re from" South Africa (Article VTII), 
the movement of .J,eaotho citizens into that country' is burdened with a host of legal 
requirements under the Agreement. The Addendum, which according to Article IX(b)

Article 1 requiresis deemed part of the Agreement, is devoted tc Immigration, 
that, apart from carrying a passport or other travel document recognised by South 
Africa and an international health certificate (which are general requirements for
all people entering South Africa), Lesotho citizens entering for purposes of work 
must be in possession of a written contract of employment, attested in Le.sotho for
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a period not exceeding two years. They may not enter South Africa to seek employ-
of employment In the form of a contract signed

In this way the
There must be a presumptionIQ6ni!e

on behalf of a prospoctlwe employer by the recruiting agency.
the recrultee can only obtain a contracttype of work Is predetermined; since

from a recruiting agent and the recruiters represent the mining industry, he has 
to go to the mines and

!
cannot choose manufacturing or other work.

of the migrant in seeking alternative work Is not 
This restriction of labour mobility Is only obliquely 

"A Lesotho citizen who was in employment

Once employed the mobility 
only limited but prohibited, 
mentioned In Article 5 of the Addendum: 
in a special area in South Africa, excluding the Western Cape, ... by 1 July 1961, 
shall not in such specified area by sub.lect to the restriction of emplo.yment

I maximum period of employment which 
entered into after that date" (emphasis added).

particular employer or to the two years
apply in respect of engagements '- - -
Therefore, If the migrant does not like the work In the mines he has to return to 

(According to the. Chamber of Mines the migrant may change mines, he may 
of mines for another employer.)

one

Lesotho,
not however leave the group

Another check on mobility derives frOra clause (b) of the same Article 5,
which requires

"a d\ay completed set of finger-prints (to be) taken ^der the 
supervision of a Lesotho official in the form agreed upon by Lesotho 
and South Africa and signed by such official”.

have one of the Apartheid state's several coercive mechanisms of controlling
Finger-prints have been taken from Africans

not because such

Here we
black labour to serve mining capital.
in Southern Africa for over a centry for Identification purposes^ 
people were known or suspected to be criminals, but to be able to Identify

who prematurely terminate their contracts to seek better"deserters", l.e. workers 
conditions of work,

Although desertion is no longer regarded as an offence either in Lesotho or
other sanctions against deserters which are equally punitive.

therefore be sued for
South Africa, there are
A deserter Is deemed to be in breach of his contract and may

and therefore liable under Article 6 to
He may even be 

Thus, the

breach; he Is illegally in the country
be repatriated and, pending such repatriation, may be detained, 
prosecuted under the multiplicity of "Influx control" regulations, 
coats of breach of an employment contract are too high to be worth the risk of a
better job.

Another instrument of ensuri ;g that Lesotho migrant labour is channeled to 
unskilled labour la most needed - the mlne^- is provided for in

that except for employerB-tn—the gold and coal
where cheap
Article 4 of the Addendum, Jit says 
mines represented by the Mine Labour Organisations, the Natal Coal Owners Native

the Anglo Colliers Recruiting Organisation, any prospective 
Tiosotho citizens into South Africa has to obtain

Labour Organisation, or
employer who wishes to Introduce 
from South African authorities a certificate Indicating that he may recruit a

The effect of this provision is to give the mines a kind of

! *

stipulated number, 
monopoly over foreign cheap labour.
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The limitation of the period of employment in South Africa to two years under
beneficial to the migrant in that it obliges him 

his ties with his community and thus
This socio-

Art Icle 5(a) has been viewed as 
to return home in order to maintain

family, especially his wife and children,
noble considerations are not the primary 

The two-year restriction
It aims

gives him some time with his 
logical standpointnay be correct but its

inserted into the Agreement, 
whole philosophy of the migrant labour system.

the labour reservoir in the peripheral

reason why the clause was
is directly related to the 
at forcing the African to remain part of
poor areas and preventing him from establishing roots near his place of work.

urban dweller would mean (a) a loss of his partial dependenceBecoming a peijfianent
reserve sub-subsistence economy and (b) a rise in his wages to ensure the

worker would be inclined to bring hison the
The
increase the social costs on the state. In

reproduction of his labour power, 
family to his area of work and thus

benefits of migrant labour to capital - payment of a low wage
Thus, the Africar.s, and inthis way the prime

and reduction of the social costs - would be lost, 
particular those from neighbouring states and so-called independent homelands,

and then to remind them that they do notmust be forced to return "home" every now 
belong where their productive lives are spent.

of the period of stay in South Africa may be 
What this means is that if

Under Article 7 an extensicn
granted on application to South African authorities.

the services of the migrant he will recommend anthe employer still needs 
extension.

of seeking a new job,
■ In other words the provisions regarding immigration, documentation and stay 

aimed at assisting migrant workers but at "managing" them.

It is obvious that an extension would not be granted for the purpose

are not

(?) The labour representative
The Agreement covers the creation of a Lesotho labour Representative's office 

in South Africa. The preamble states that it is in the interest of both Governments
Article 1(1) (b) permits the Lesotho Govem- 

of the Government of South
to have such a Labour Representative.
ment to establish the office and "with the concurrence 
Africa appoint an official to be designated the 'Lesotho Government Representative'

This clause implies that the Labour Representative... stationed in South Africa",
The Article provides further thathas to be screened and cleared by South Africa, 

the Labour Representative may appoint staff to his office "provided that such 
be made only after consultation with the South African

Heedless to sa;/. South Africa will not accept people
appointments shall 
authorities" (emphasis added).

likely to he critical of the treatment of blacks under thewho she considers
apartheid system and who might, therefore, stir up trouble or consciousness among
the workers.

accords the Representative and his staff quasi-diplomatic status
Their offices are protected against search and seizure and

Article TI
and certain privileges,

officials 4re exempted from prosecution In respect of acts committed in the
However,

the
of their official functions and protection of their residences.

threatened by the following proviso of subsection (ill):
exercise 
the immunities are
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"... orovlded that the privileges and inimunities set 
and the two preceeding suh-paragraphs may, upon written
Government of South Africa to the ^ovenment of Lesotho, he withdraw 
in the case of an official who engages in J*® 
opinion of the South African authorities, pre.ludieial to the security 
of the Republic of South Africa".

T.ahour Representative who fights discrimination in the mines
threat to the whole ideology of

Under this paragraph a
runs the risk of expulsion , as he would be a 
anartheid and to capital. The-security" clause is capable 6f a very wide interpretation.

Article TT(b) further makes it "the duty of officials who en.ioy the privileges 
and immunities referred to in paragraph (a) to respect the laws and regulations

Thus, if the Labour Representative is
the risk of losing it If he becomes too active.

of the Republic of South Africa", 
conscientious about his .1ob, he runs

functions of the Labour Representative as spelled out inOn the surface, the
T^irstly, he can consult with South African authorities 

conditions of employment of Lesotho citizens in South Africa, on welfare and 
There is nd evidence, however, that this consultation ever takes place.

Article ITT are impressive, 
on the
housing.
Conditions of employment, housing and general welfare are matters that appear not 
to be negotiable, except between mine management and the South African government. 
Any moves the Representative -ight make to the South African authorities an regards, 
for example, the over-crowded barrack-like hostels, and the compound system are

The Representative is equally impotent an regards wage fixinglikely to be doomed, 
and other-important aspects of migrant employment.

Secondly, the Labour Representative is charged with "ensuring that employees 
of Lesotho comply with South African requirements concerning entry, identification 
and documentation" and "assisting the South African authorities with the repatria

tion of sick, injured or destitute Lesotho citizens who are or were employed in 
South Africa and of other such citizens whose presence In South Africa is or has

These are duties■ become unlawful" (Articles TTT fal [ill and fivl respectively).
which are essentially the business of the South African authorities and employers 
who brought the migrants into South Africa in the first place.

Access to mining management for consultation, and to workplaces for first
hand information on conditions on the mines, 18 only by concurrence and arrange- 

Afrlcan authorities (Article TTT (aj fvill and TIT fb)). Thisment with South
suggests South Africa is anxious that the Labour Representative should not under
take anything that the State is unaware of and does not approve - otherwise t.ne 
Representative should be able to approach management directly on matters affecting
Rasotho employees and should approach the movemment only where he encountern 
difficulties with management.

m’’e only functions o-f the ’’enrecentatlve that are currently vrorth Lesotho's 
expenditure are "administering tax-collections, deferred nay, family remittances
..." and "liaising with the Douth African authorities on hehal-f of Lesotho 
citizens,employed in Gouth Africa or their dependants in regard to wqrkmen's 
compensation and pne'imoconiosio claims hv or on behalf of auch citizens" (Article

However, whereas the Repreaentatlve'a staffTTT Fal .(ivl and (ixl respectively), 
might he fulfilling their traditional role of ta^ collection efficiently. the
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V
taken from them and is directly handled by

Paaily remittances
■hr. Wallis

deferred pay administration has been
the mine management, the Lesotho Bank and recruiting agencies, 
are handled by the mine management and the Lesotho Department of Labour.

. 16) has shown in detail that, small as the Repiesentative’s scope of 
sufficiently seriously, especially not by compound(1977, P

action is, he is not taken 
managers and mine management generally, 
modernised tax collector who has Inherited the office and the function of the

i

He is regarded as no more than a

Rand Agents.

(3) Other matters dealt with \mder the Agreement
(1) Tax collection

Article IV responsibility for payment of tax is put on the individual 
African authorities only undertake to obtain the

Under
SouthLesotho migrant worker, 

cooperation of employers in deducting the prescribed amount of tax and remitting
well as to ensure that Lesotho taxit to the appropriate Lesotho authorities, as 

inspectors are given every assistance. 
aspect of the Agreement Insofar as
contract workers sign upon-recruitment, there is a condition that th-

advance on the employee’s wages*

The collection of tax is not an Important
As part of the 

- nual tax
it concerns contract workers.

will be paid to the Government of Lesotho as an
The deduction of tax from wages referred to in Article IV is only likely to arise^

The provision couldin respect of tax of those who stay longer than one year.
to Lesotho citisens in employment outside mining, but such people tend

They prefer to pay tax to
also apply
to avoid identification for fear of being repatriated.
Routh Africa rather than Lesotho.

(ii) Remittances

(b) of Article IV deals with the deduction from the worker's wages by 
the employer of monies deductable as specified in the contract and their remittance

These remittances may take the

Clause

to Lesotho as required by the Lesotho Government, 
form of (1) deferred pay, which is a kind of monthly saving repayable upon the

the termination of the contract; or (?) money sentmigrant's return to Lesotho at 
to the migrant's family for its upkeep, 
will be discussed in a later section under "social welfare".

The law relating to these remittances

(lii) Renewal and modification
The 1973 Agreement is valid for five years from the date of signature, 

automatically extended for periods of one year unless it is terminated after a 
twelve months' notice given by either party (Article XI). 
in August 1978, when the Agreement's five year term was up,, there were any moves 
to renegotiate and revise the Agreement in order to make it more equitable and 
meaningful for Lesotho.

It is

It is not known whether

amended by "the KmplovTnsnt.No. 2?. of 1967* asPlHnlovment Act(b) The

The Employment Act is a general law regulating labour relations in Lesotho 
with special provisions included for purposes of controlling recruitment and 
migration of Basotho to South Africa. These special provisions purport to secure
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minimum terms and conditions of service of an international standard based in part 
on the ILO Convention No. 64 (Contracts of Employment [Indigenous Workers] 
Convention),193'i and Convention Mo. 50 (Special Systems of Recruiting Woricers)

provisions contained in parts IV and V of the Act clearly demonstrate 
the continued role of the State in facilitating the recruitment of labour for

As indicated in Part II of this paper, recruitment regula- 
in 1907 and have changed little since, despite

of 1951. The

South African mines, 
tions were first introduced
numerous amendments.

that the contracts be drawn up in writing bySection 26 of the Act requires 
the employer or his agent and be presented to a Lesotho Government official for

The contracts are to be signed by both the recruiting 
agent and the recruitee in the presence of the officer, a fee being paid for the 
attestation and registration. It also requires the attesting officer, before 
attesting the contract, to satisfy himself that the recruitee has fully understood 
and freely consented to the contract and that his consent has not been obtained by

attestation and registration.

result of misrepresentation or mistake. Moreover,coercion or undue influence or as a
section 40 makes it an offence to recruit or help in recruiting any person 
•■by illegal press^ure, misrepresentation or fraud". These requirements,

the often degrading conditions which he has to put up with in the mines. Economic

The question of full understanding and free consent
Moreover, the man

necessity forces him to go. 
does not arise except in the purely formal, legal sense.

to be interviewed for recruitment never asks a.nd islining up for days waiting 
never told in any 
form that constitutes the contract.

reasonable detail what is contained in the small print standard 
He is glad to be told that he is hired, the

Understanding and consent hadduration of contract and his remuneration, 
significance in the early, days of full-scale recruitment during shortages of 
labour on the mines when chiefs, colonial police and parents were bribed., persuaded 
or forced by representatives of mining capital to make the .voting men go to the

In a literal, formal sense signingThese conditions no longer exist today.mines.

for the mines is voluntary.
the attesting officer not to attest the contract unless heSection 20 en.joins

that it contains certain conditions specified in section 19, i.e.

He must also be
that itIs satisfied

is not in conflict with the Act or Lesotho law in general, 
satisfied that the medical examination requirement has been fulfilled. 28

The medical examination requirement is contained in section 59 where it is
stated:

"Every employee who enters into a contract of foreign service 
shall be medically examined before the contract Is attested. Such 
examination shall take place at the place of recruitment or attesta
tion as the case may be;

Such medical examination shall have relation to the fitness of 
the employee or recruit to undertake the work he has contracted or 
been recruited to do."

this provision Is in the interest of the potential miner in theOn the one hand
sense that if, being unfit for mining, he was taken on to work underground, his
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On the other hand thedeteriorate which could lead to his death.health would
system of medically proving physical
industry obtains Lesotho's healthy and able-bodied men,

otherwise unable to.contribute to the development
who are allowed to

fitness and health makes sure the mining 
thus leaving her with

only those who are aged, sick or
What is more, the healthy and able-bodied men

and international mining capital, areof the country.
sell their labour-power to South African

physically unproductive, suffering from occupational
simply too old and exhausted, when they

Because of the limitation on

employed until they are
diseases, incapacitated by accidents or 
are dumped on the Lesotho economy, to be cared for. 
duration of contracts and the compulsory return and re-engagement mentioned

fit and discarding of the unfit to theearlier, there is constant sifting of the
direct benefit of capital but to the detriment of supplier areas.

contract of foreign service shall contain all 
the rights and obligations of the parties to it

29

Section 19(2) provides that a
particulars necessary to define 
and shall Include: (a) name of employer and place of employment; (b) name of

and other particulars necessary for his identification; (c) nature ofemployee
employment; (d) duration of employment; (e) wages, method of calculating it and 
periodicity of payment; (f) right to repatriation on completion of contract at 
employer's expense; (g). a condition relating to deferred pay; (h) any special 
condition of the contract; (i) such other matters as the Minister may by regulation

Although all these matters areThis section is not very meaningful.prescribe.
indeed specified in the miner's contract, neither the Lesotho aovemment nor the

them because they are regulated by South Africanmigrant has any control over 
law in accordance with the needs of capital.

limit duration of contract tp one year,"provided that theThe Act purports to 
Minister may after consultation with organisations
of employers and organisations of employees representative of the interests

of this section contracts entered into byconcerned, exempt from the provisions
interests would be better served by contracts of aclasses of employees whose

„10 This provision gives the Impression that Lesotho has a real say
As already

longer period.
in determining the duration of stay of her citizens in South Africa, 
indicated, the short-term contract given to Basotho (usually 6-10 months), followed 
by a spell of a few months in the supply area, is intended to maintain the cheapness

While the ceiling of
of th^

Isbour power and is therefore in the interest of capital, 
the contract period is related to maintaining the migrant labour sjstera, the 
actual duration and a.iy extension within the overall limit is determined by the
short-term recjulrements of mining capital.

. action 27 specifically etuthorlses the mobility of the worker from one employer 
to another where the employer and employee mutually agree to change the contract

This provision wouldaccordingly and this is attested by an attesting officer.
conflict with the limitation in the Inter-Oovemmental Agreement of 

197-5 discussed above, which says that a Lesotho citizen, except one who was employed 
Africa before July 1, 196-5, is only permitted to be employed by one

In practice, the Agreement does not 
He can change employers within the

seem to be in

in South
particular employer (Article 5 of Addendum), 
permit the migrant to change is occupation.
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same type of vork. (The Chamber of Mines is for this purpose taken to be one 
employer and it may transfer the worker from one mine to the other, but this does 
not help him to be employed in a different occupation.) Again, it is not the

that matters but what is permissible under South African
i

I^sotho Employment Act 
law.

Provision for premature termination of "foreign contracts" is made in
terminate the contract before itsIt stipulates that the employer may

expiry if "for any reason (he) is unable to fulfill the conditions of the contract" 
(emphasis added). On the other hand a migrant may only terminate the contract if

accident (he) is unable to fulfill the conditions of

section ?5.

"for reasons of illness or
his contract." This is obviously one-sidedly in favour of mining capital.

might concur with employer termination or grounds of force majeure or state
Although

one
intervention, there is no reason why employers should be given carte blanche, 
the law stands, employers are covered when a migrant worker is dismissed who has 
developed political consciousness or who emerged as a work force leader.

described by Raraahapu (1977) in recounting his personal
He says:

As

"Victimization", as
experiences in the Orange Free State mines, is a common phenomenon.
"By victimization I moan summary dismissal for any conduct which appears to 
threaten the management by the organization or apparent Organization in the labour

The most effective way of dealing with wageforce for collective bargaining... 
strikes in the compounds is to summarily dismiss the recalcitrant workers and 
repatriate a few foreigners, and the work situation returns to normal", 
migrant is only permitted to terminate his contrac^-^em^rely if by reason of

He may /not, fo^^

The

instance, terminate 
Personal matters cannot be

illness or accident he is unable to work, 
his contract because of compelling family reasons^^ 
allowed to interfere with productivity... i

Part V deals with the licencing of recruiters and their agents and the
Persons or organisationsconditions under which such licences are to be granted, 

which engage In recruiting Lesotho citizens are required to be in possession of
The licence la to be Issued by the Laboura valid licence (section 30).

Commissioner for not more than a year but is renewable, 
is subject to any directives that the Minister may give but is otherwise in the 
Commissioner's discretion (section 31).

The granting of the licence

However, in exercising this discretion
the Commissioner is required to:

"(4)(a) have regard to the provisions of the recruiting of Indigenous 
Workers Convention, 1936 (I.L.C. No. 50) and in particular, take into 
account the possible untoward effect of the withdrawal of adult males upon 
the population of Lesotho and their health, welfare, morality and develop
ment".

and others that follow are probably i .tended to satisfy ILOThis provision
standards and requirements but it is clear that, however laudable, they were never 

We have seen that the Colonial Administration unreservedlytaken seriously.
promoted the export of Basuto labour-power and there is no evidence of exceptions 
having' been made or reluctance or misgivings expressed with regard to the social 
and moral costs of migration or the consequences on the productivity of the

Today, such concerns have been expressed but Lesotho is

;

Basotho peasant economy.
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that the obvious social costs have beenso caught up in the net of migrant revenue
Thus, the power given to the Labourregarded as part of a necessEiry evil.

under section 31 (5), to restrict the number of adult males who mayCommissioner
be recruited in any area or to close any area to recruiting, are irrelevant in 
practice.They will probably become relevant only when Lesotho is able to 
create enough jobs to absorb potential migrants.

Section 35 provides for the renewal of a licence but also gives the Labour 
Commissioner the power to cancel the licence or refuse renewal if the conditions

This kind of measure is not likely to

t

of the licence have not been fulfilled, 
be taken at present.

Through section 36 the Lesotho State actually upholds the monopsony of the 
Chamber of Hines by making it a criminal offence for anybody to recruit or assist 
in recruiting any person for employment outside Lesotho unless such a person has 
entered into a'contraot of foreign service.* This ensures that employers outside 

constituted by the Chamber of Mines and represented by their recruitingthe group
agencies In Lesotho, cannot get the cheap labour available to the members of the 

The section, however, also ensures that the Government does not lose 
the revenue levied on the processing of each recruit through attestation, at

Thus, the interests of the supplier state and foreign

Chamber.

capital 
f herepresent 10 Hand per recruit, 

coincide, although the interest of the State may, with validity, be called recovery
of administrative costs.

the contract form(c) Terms and conditions of employment:
(1) Selection and control of the migrants

Upon recruitment for mining the migrants are required to sign a standard 
The contract form anedysed here is the one used by "The Employmentcontract.

Bureau of Africa (Limited)" (TFEA), which has a near monopoly in recruiting mining
labour from Lesotho and is the successor of '.-.TILA and the native Eecruitment

The front side of the form is reserved for Information of a formal
The reverse side gives the

Commission.
nature as required by the Employment Act of Lesotho, 
terms and conditions of contract, 
for the unsophisticated public, the reverse side is in very small print and it 

justifiably be assumed that these conditions are not Intended to be read and

Like many other modem standard forms intended

can
understood by the illiterate or semi-illiterate recruits.

Clause I states that the employee agrees to allow himself to be alloted to an 
employer who is a member of TEBA and, provided he is found medically fit (by the 
VNLA Depot in Johannesburg or V/elcom) for mining work, to proceed to undertake

This near.s tha* the recruitee has nosuch mining work sis may be required of him.
say in deciding which mine to work in or whether to work underground or on the 

This is in conflict with the principle of freedom to choose one's 
It confirms the view that mining capital slots the migrant where he will

The aptitude

I surface, 
employer.
be most productive. Irrespective of the worker’s own views or needs, 
tests and acclimatization exercises that follow recruitment are used for the nurpose 
of determining the specific classification in which the recruitee will be placed in

t

the production process.
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The rocruitee also undertakes to vork on every working day to the best of his
to do overtime work and work on Sundays or public 

accident (Clause l[c]). This clause
ability and, if called upon.
holidays unless prevented by illness or

efforts of mining capital to maximise production and profits
Neither religious

shows further the
by the ruthless utilisation of the workers' labour-power, 
piety nor national pride is permitted to interfere with profit, 
foreign workers are at least given the option to absent themselves on their

Elsewhere,

^2National days.
Under Clause 1(d), the recruitee agrees to "reside in quarters provided by

abide by the rules laid down by the Employer controlling thosethe employer and to
quarters." This clause compels the worker to live in the barrack-like bachelor 
hostels within the walls of a compound. He cannot choose to rent his own 

A detailed account of the inhuman conditionsaccommodation near the place of work.
the workers live in the compound is beyond the scope of this paper. ^^5

in which
However, it is important to mention the purpose of the compound system, 
originated from the Kimberley diamond mines where they were constructed to check

Management^^bon discovered that compounds 
The workers could be confined

Compounds

theft and Illegal dealings in diamonds.
also an effective method of social control.were

in the compound so that they could not go drinking as they liked, as uncontrolled 
consumption of alcohol was a danger to the workers' productive capacity.

served to control labour in times of crises such as strikes, because
The

compounds also
it is easy to lock up workers in them and prevent solidaity with members of other 

nirther, the so-called free accommodation is an excuse to keep wages
However, the most Important

compoiinds.
below the cost of reproduction of labour-power.

and institutionalising the compound system has been to promotefactor in retaining
The hostels are said to be temporary lodgingsthe migrant nature of mine labour, 

for black workers whose residence in the urban or "white" areas is conditioned on
Thus, at the end of the contract the black workertheir continued employment, 

has to vacate his slot in the overcrowded hostel and go "home" - either to a 
On the other handneighbouring country like Lesotho or to a nearby black area.

allowed to live with his family in the neighbourhood ofif the black worker was 
the mine there would be a likelihood of stabilisation and acquisition of permanent

This would mean more social responsibility for theor seml-permanert residence.
State in terras of amenities and a more forceful claim on capital for increased
wages to take care of the worker and his family.

The single men type of accommodation entrenches the labour migration pattern 
which in turn enables the State and capital to disclaim part of the responsibility 
for the reproduction of the worker's labour-power and the well-being of his family. 
Whereas, for example, Belgian employers of Tunisian labour undertake to provide 
"suitable accommodation" only upon specific request and the Belgian Government 
undertakes to assist accompanied workers in finding suitable accommodation.
South African law permits only T'l of black labour to be accommodated in married

The concurrence of Southquarters with their families outside the compound.
African mining companies in this unnatural housing policy is shown in the fact 
that even the most liberal raining house, Anglo American, had by 1975 provld^ 
married quarters only to 1 V2 of its black labour (Plaut, 1976, p. 56).’

i-
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Moreover, a mine is permitted to build as many housing units as It wishes 
for those with pemanent urban residence rights but mining houses do not encourage 

for the reasons already Indicated.this
The duration of the contract is put at a maiUnum of two years (clause 1 [e]), 

which conforms with South African law and the Lesotho - South Africa Agreement
initially for six months but are almost 

The reason behind the generally
of 1973. Normal contracts, however, are 
invariably extended for another four months, 
short contracts has already been revealed as being related to the maintenance of

What needs explanation is whythe cheapness of the migrant’s labour-power.
initially six months before it is automatically extended, 

explanation in the case of Lesotho is that it avoids the transfer of the migrants’ 
I Lesotho for the period of extension- since the worker is formally 

a daily basis during those months. The present parliamentary
amendment to the Referred

The
contract length la

deferred pay to
employed on
session (1978) intends to remove this discrepancy by an
Pay Regulations.

under the contract (clause 1 [h]) to give four weeks 
There is, however, no similar duty on the

The sanction for termination without •

A worker la required
notice of premature termination, 
employer to give notice to the worker, 
notice by the worker, though not specified in the contract, would be recovery of 

from the worker's deferred pay or other money, as well as black-4 weeks wages
listing by TRBA so that he could never again be employed bye mining house using

OneThis latter sanction, too, offends against freedom of employment.
this sanction effective is the identification of the

TRBA.

of the methods of making 
worker through a finger-prints bank maintained by TEBA's "Central Records Service 

In addition to black-listing, once the black worker, especially aRepartraent".
foreign one like a Mosotho, terminates his contract while his labour-power is 
still required by mining capital, the State will not permit him to stay and seek 
or take up employment with another employer.
A Mosotho would be liable to arrest and repatriation.

Blacks will have to leave urtan areas.

The point of compulsory repatriation on expiration or termination of contract 
clause 1 (i) by stating that "upon termination of contract for anyis stressed in

reason whatsoever, the employee will allow himself to bo returned to Lesotho".
On the other hand, as there is no requirement for notice to be given by the 
employer before dismissing the worker, the worker is liable to be dismissed 
whenever capital can dispense with his labour-power. Again to compare the situa

tion with that of Tunisian migrants in Belgium, the Tunisian - Belgian Agreement 
permits Tunisian migrant workers to remain in Belgium after the expiration or

of their contracts in order to seek new employment in the same sector. 37
termination
South Africa does not permit even its own black people, let alone foreigners, to 
remain in "white areas" for more than 72 hours vithout evidence of employment.
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certificate and bonus syatem(2) The •

atahlllae the labour force within the migration system Is made 
that If the worker's service Is considered

An attempt to
In clause 3 (o) and (e), which provide 
satisfactory by hla employer the worker may be handed a certificate on his

If the holder presents the certificate to a TEBA office within sixdischarge.
months the holder Is guaranteed reemployment at a substantive wage specified In 

In addition to the reemployment guarantee, the certificate 
date on or before which a worker Is required to return for re-

the certificate.
Indicates a
engagement so as to qualify for the "Early Return" bonus payment shown In the

the other hand If the worker does not return within a specified 
benefits designated In the certificate (clause

Oncertificate.
period, not only will he lose the 
3 [f]), but he may once more be required to undergo the hated acclimatisation.
The -carrot and the stick" are sufficiently strong to ensure that migrants-
comply with th® condition®.

intentionally seeks to Induce the experienced
It is an endeavour to resolve the contra-

The certification procedure
miner to return to mining emploj^ent. 
diction Inherent In the use of migrant labour in South Africa's unique capitalist 
mode of production. Vfhereas capitalism requires efficiency, and efficiency reigns 
where the labour force Is stable, the South African economy, particularly mining, 
has achieved and maintained a high rate of growth on the basis of employment 
instability, i.e. the migration of black labour-power to and from the reserves

The reserves, such as Lesotho, survive asboth Inside and outside South Africa, 
agricultural subsistence economies supported as they are by the proceeds of the

The reproductiontrade in the labour-power of the bulk of their male population.
of this labour-power, for which capital should be fully responsible. Is subsidised 
by the reserve economy through a form of forced migration.
has an Interest In that the migrants maintain a connection with the reserve, 
the same time this system means a high turnover Of the labour force with resultant 
loss of skill, which means a cost to capital through the training of newcomers

It Is in order to maintain a system that ensures (1) a 
below the coat of Its reproduction and (11) continued exploita-

Thua, mining capital
At

and through inefficiency.
price of labour-power 
tlon of acquired skills that mining capital Invented the certificate and bonus

from the first reading of the contract. Intendedsystem. It Is not, as may seem 
•for the benefit of the migrant but a kind of Insurance premium against the risk of
losing the vne of hie cheap labour-power.

To give the semblance of a favour done to the worker, the granting of a 
certificate is discretionary. Even if the service has been satisfactory the

The guarantee of reemployer may, but is not obliged to, grmt the certificate, 
employment Is given by- TEBA only on condition that the employer gives the certlf1- 

The discretionary nature of giving the certificate implies that, where thecate.
worker Is undesirable (for Instance, because ho Is politically militant or 
conscious of his exploited position In his relations with capital), he will bo

The certificate is yet another mechanism of keeping therefused a certificate, 
migrant worker docile.
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(3) Other Btluulatlone
A .lni«u« wege of R15.00 per week (underground) and R9,30 per week (surface) 

la guaranteed by the contract (clause 3fa]). To diwert attention from t^e fact 
that this is a wage below subsistence reqUlreBents the contract states that the 
worker will be paid "at prevailing mine rates of pay for a full day's work of an 
able-bodied adult according to the accepted standard of the Employer." This implies 

if he is lucky, mey find himself in a mine which pays much more 
shows that mining capital is largely united

Only

that the worker,
than the minimum. However, practice
on the question of wages and mining companies do not undercut one another. 
Anglo-American once broke the etiquette by raising wages against the will of the 

but the gesture has not been repeated. Moreover, fixing wages is not
standard of the employer" but must also conform 

which dlstributts labour to Jobs, not

others.
merely a matter of the "accepted 
to the epertheld policy of Job reservation, 
according to suitability but according to race, 
collective bergainlng Is not permitted. Wages are fixed either by white employees 
by negotiation and agreement with employers under the induetrlel Conciliation,
Act HO. 28, of 1956, or by a Wage Board, on which the black workers are not represented, 
under the Wage Act, No. 5. of 1957. The right of black workera to withhold their 
lebour in pursuit of increased wages or better conditions of work is severely limited. 
The Bantu Labour Relations Regulation Act of 1973 as modified by the Amendment Act 
of 1977, replacing the Bantu (Settlement of Disputes) Act, Ho. 48, of 1953 under 
which strike ectlon wee absolutely prohibited, gives black workers s right to strike;

to make the right meaningless (see Davis, i.'ift)).

Fixing wages of blacks through

but it Imposes such pre-conditions as
conditions of Justifiable or wrongful terminationThe contract does not state the 

of contract by either party. This aspect is governed by the common law of South 
Africa relating to contract of employment. Under the coxunon law a contract of 
employment, unless otherwise provided for in the contract, can be Justifiably

(1) repudiation, i.e. cancellation 
(2) insolvency

terminated for one of the following reasons:
I material breach by the other;

(3)‘incapacity Of the employee (Ringroee, 1976, pp
situation whore the employer la unable to-provide

of contract by one party upon a
. 40-50).

by the employer;
However, clause 4 doala with a ^
work "owing to an Act of God, flooding, strike of workmen, stoppage of work, 
accidents to mlna or plant or other cause beyond the control of the employer ..."

the worker ia to receive half pay. Further, 
different class of workIt states that in such circumstances

such periods the worker may be assigned duties on a
Since large-scale operations are insured 

Justification for paying the worker leas than his 
The clause also provides that, if the

during
and paid at the rate of such work, 
against such haasrds, thera ia no 
regular wage, which la already far too low, 
condition of under-employment peraiats for four weeks, either party has .he

Such an option ia unfavourabls to a Mosotho workaroption to teminata the contract.
Since after Juatifiabla-termination he would not be permitted to seek employment
without first going back t^ Lesotho.

The contract atatea that "the employee shall be provided with food, medical 
attendance and quartsra free of cost to himself" (clause 1 f5]). 
way ad "free" accommodaticn ia provided in hostels, the "free" food ia provided 
not a. a meaaura of genaro.ity on the part of capital but in order to contain 

(aae aleo Heppla, 1971, pp. 53-4).

In the same

wage presBure
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LEGISLATION ANP RELATfiD ADWIHISTRATIVE ARRANGEMENTSIV. SOCIAL WELFARE;

(a) Worlrtnan'8 compensation

Compensation for injuries or death resulting from an industrial accident or 
disease caused hy industrial work falls under the South African Workmen's 
Compensation Act, No. '50, of 1941 (as amended), 
pneumoconiosis, tuberculosis and other diseases of the cardio-respiratory organa 
are also governed by the Occupational Diseases in Mines and Works Act, No. 78, 
of 1973.

i

Certain diseases such as

The Workmen's Compensation Act owes its origin, like many other in former 
British colonies and protectorates, to the English Workmen's Compensation Act of 1897. At 
the time of its introduction in Britain, workmen's compensation legislation represented 
a considerable success for the workers in their struggle to improve their

Workmen's oompen-iation sets partly satisfied "the need of workersconditions.
(and where they were killed, their dependants) to have at least the economic 
effects of the temporary or permanent loss or diminution of their earning power 
alleviated by pecuniary compensation from their employers (Prltt, 1970, p. 156). 
The initial advantage gained was not only in having a law that provided machinery 
for compensation but also in establishing the principle that such compensation 
should be paid without the necessity that the worker prove fault against the 
employer, as had been necessary under the claim in tort (delict).

The South African Act requires employers to insure their employees against 
accident and disease caused by industrial hazards and provides machinery for 
recovery of compensation. . However, there are general limitations to the right of 
the worker to compensation which reflect the still dominant position of capital 
as against labour in relation to law and the limitations or difficulties faced by 
black workers in particmlar. 
exploits black labour.

The general limitations include, for instance, the stipulation that compensa

tion will not be paid where the accident is due to the serious and wilful mis

conduct of the worker (section ?7 fl] Tb)). Serious and wilful misconduct is 
defined in section 2 as (i) drunkenness; (il) a contravention of any law or ^ 
statutory regulation made for the purpose of ensuring the safety and health of 
workmen or preventing accident to workmen, if the contravention is committed 
deliberately or with a reckless disregard of the terms of such law or regulation; 
(ili) any other act or omission irtiioh the Oommlssloner having regard to the 
circumstances considers to be serious and wilful misconduct. This provision makes 
it likely that the employer will attempt to avjld compensation where the worker 
has committed a technical mistake.

This underscores the extent to which raining capital

• \
Although this general limitation does not apply in the case of serious dis

ablement or death, it is a grave limitation since it excludes compensation for 
many accidents that are not classified as serious disablement though they might 
disfigure the workman and reduce his productive capacity. It is particularly grave 
for black workers who do not have any kind of welfare Insurance. The section 
also gives the '/orkmen's Compensation Commissioner a wide discretion in determining

V
>.
V
■\

!

I I
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18 88id that diaquBlificatlon doea not
be avoided

Even where itwhat ia wilful miaoonduct.
diaablenent haa been cauaed, compenaation nay

out of the aphere of enploynentapply becauae aerioua
that the workman'a conduct took himby arguing

and therefore the accident did not ariae 
employment" (aee Atiyah, 1975. p. 318).

"out of and in the courae of hia

Another limitation to the right of compenaation ia the provision that.
death would not have resulted, but for a pre-existing

the workman but unknown to the employer". 
One can only hope that

"if the disablement or
condition of the workman known todisease

paid (section 27 il] (o]).
eatabliahing lack of knowledge reata with 

that he did not know.

then no compensation will be 
this doea not mean that the burden of

employee since it would be difficult for him to prove
alleging the knowledge but thethe

Of courae, the burden ia nominally on the party
of fact will tend to make use of a presumption that the person 

likely than anybody else to know of its existence.
employer carries out detailed medical examination

failed to discover the condition and

suffering from the
trier 
disease ia more It is

arguable that, since the
he must be taken to haveincluding x-raya,

that there is no reason why the employee 
it. The proviso that the Commiaaioner "may in
as he deems equitable if in hia opinion the l_

materially accelerated the death" ia in line with the
entitlement to compensation.

should himself be taken to have known
his discretion award such compenaation 

accident materially increased the
extent of. disablement or

but tends to restrict the injured worker’s
compensation ia further limited by the fact that Worker’s Compenaation does not 

provide for full compensation as would be awarded for the same Injury under the 
law of negligence. Only a percentage of the actual loss or incapacity is 
compensated, allegedly on the assumption that in principle coats 
Should be shared between employees and employers. With regard to the English, 
workmen’s Compenaation Act of 1897, which started by allocating the coats equally.

common law

Atiyah (1975, p. 317) hasaaid:
as with the modem law"This was a somewhat unreal approach:

. of contributory negligence it simply ®„?t"7n® ured?'^*'"
• much less compensation than ho would have earned if not injurec, 

while the coat borne by the employer was passed
as the competitive position of the industry made ..
tL conaumera of the products or services provided by the industry.

loss to the worker. InOf course, the result of such apportionment is a 
of temporary or pemanent but partial diaablement 755^ of eaminga is paid

In caae of lOOH permanent disablement a lump sum of four 
of death the amount of conensstlon is what 

the number of dependants end

caae
to the Injured worker.

In caseyears’ eaminga ia payable, 
the Commissioner "deems equitable according to 
degree of dependency ..." (section 86).

determining factor in calculating the amount
Appeal to theThe degree of disablement is a

It la decided by the Mine Medical Officer.
It is difficult to believe that the Medical 

in favour of the mining houses, which 
remote due to the

of compensation.
Central Medical Board is possible.
Officer would not decide, doubtful cssea
employ him. The poeaibility of appeal by the worker ia very

and admlniatrative difficulties Involved, as well as the fear of antagonising
black trade unions means that the workers 

Moreoever, only phyaical impairment ia 
of amehtltiea and other heads of damage

cost
Here, too, the lack ofthe employer.

are in an extremely weak altuetion. 
compensated; pain and suffering, lose

irrelevant in workmen’s compensation.in negligence are
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On the face of It most of the Act does not discriminate according to race. 
However, Chapter IX of the Act deals specifically with "Compensation for Natives". 
Its main effect is to deny periodical payments and pensions to black workers in 
case of total disablement or pensions to their dependants in case of death, which

The rationale for this distinction derivesare given to non-black employees, 
from the apartheid ideology, according to which blacks are not citizens or

therefore not entitled to pension orpermtaent residents of South Africa and are 
any other social welfare benefits.

It is based 
are based on a

The Workmen's Compensation scheme is inherently discriminatory, 
on earnings which are determined by job categories which, in turn, 
discriminatory policj' of job classification reserving certain jobs for whites 
and leaving blacks in the unskilled categories where they earn the lowest wages 
irrespective of their suitability for other categories of work, 
stressed earlier in the paper, black wages are based on the assumption that all 
blacks are migrants who subsidise both the reproduction of their labour-power and 
the welfare of their families through subsistence production in the labour

and that, therefore) their wages need not be calculated to meet basic 
Black workers are awarded compensation that is not aimed at facilitating

As has been

reserves

needs.
the recovery of productive capacity or rehabilitation in society, because this is 
seen as the function of the reserves themselves. The same philosophy influences
the Workmen's Compensation Commissioner in determining the award to the dependants 
of a diseased worker; what is "equitable" for white dependants with a "civilized" 
standard of living is considered unworthy of a black family with a "primitive" 
standard of living. The consequence, here again, is a saving on the part of 
capital.

In addition, there are practical diff .cxilties that face Basotho in the process
Section 50 of the Act puts the burden on the workerof recovering compensation, 

to give written notice of the accident to the employer within a reasonable time. 
Section 54 requires him to lodge his claim within six months of the accident or, 
in case of death, a claim by the deceased worker's family within six months of

■

Such limitations can lead to loss of compensation by ignorant.
Further, interviews with Basotho migrants

the death.
illiterate or semi-illiterate migrants, 
indicate that compound managers threaten to dismiss workers if they claim compensa-

nelaying tactics aretlon, especially in respect of disease or minor injuries, 
used by the various agents of capital to discourage claimants who eventually give

XQ

up and go back to Lesotho. Evidence shows that a lot of money in compensation 
Where inadequate compensation is given.awards is left unclaimed every year, 

the Act provides appeal procedures that are in themselves inadequate but more so 
in case of the foreign migrant workers, victims of accidents and disease or their
next of kin, who do not have the financial and intellectual resourses to fight for

The Labour Representative is powerlesstheir rights from outside South Africa, 
to help them and the Lesotho Labour Bepartment is badly informed and cautious. 
The Labour Representative, as shown earlier (pp. 13-15) is very restricted in

He is permitted to take up matters ofhis functions and freedom of action, 
workmen's compensation with South African authoritiesj but his terms of reference 
do not suggest that he can go as far as Instituting, for example, a legal action
against the Commissioner.
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actual extent of the loss to Lesotho caused hy accidents and occupational 
diseases in South African mines, and the ex-ent of compensation Riven, are not 
known, 
concern.

The

Put the loss is generally felt to he substantial and should cause grave 
Available records in the Lesotho Department of Labour on such matters

However, from information given by TEBAare incomplete and therefore unreliable, 
to the D/epartment on Basotho fatalities in mines affiliated to TEBA, a calculation 
made by the witer in April 1978 indicated a death rate of 37.°? a month (rou,ghly 
1 death per day over the period November 1976 to January- 1978). Statistics from.

One of the problems facedthe Chamber of Mines seem to agree with this figure, 
by the Lesotho Department of Labour in comniling statistics on causes of deaths is 
that the information given by the mine authorities is very scanty and sometimes

"cause of death: naturalFor instance, an accident message states:
Even where a post-mortem report is sent it says very little or it says 

At any rate, the information does not enable the Lesotho

vague, 
causes".

it in Africaans.
Department of Labour to assess the fairness to the migrant's family.

The death reports include many cases of a.esault and car accidents for which 
mining capital disclaims responsibility. Since the workers are kept in the 
compound most of the time, such incidents, which couxJ be a result of fights within 
the mine premises, should fall within the responsiblity pf mining houses which can 
insure against the risks.* It is honed that the setting up a a Central Workmen's 
Compensation Bureau within T.esotho's T.abour nepartnent will go a long way in 
assisting migrants who have suffered losses to ameliorate their loss with adequate 
monetary compensation.

(b) TTnnmolo^ment and retirement benefits

The South African Unemployment Insurance Act, No. 30, of 1966 (as amended) explicitly 
excludes blacks employed in gold and coal mines and foreign migrants from the 
definition of contributors to the Insurance scheme (section ? f?l). 
is consistent with the denial of resnonsibl1ity by the State and by sanltal for

Again this

the welfare of blacks as it would reduce tV'e profitability of black cheap labour- 
ilnforuunately, Tesothc herself has no unemployment benefit or similarpower,.

scheme.

the TiOng Service Award Scheme andThe Chamber of Mines operates two schemes: 
the Mines Bantu Provident Fund Scheme, 
rights but leaves benefits to the discretion of the mine concerned.

The Long Service Av’.ard does not constitute
It renlaced

The award is payable uponwhat used to be called the Compassionate fJrants Scheme.
. retirement due to old age: old age being defined as 60 years for an underground
miner and 63 for the surface worker. It is obvious that this scheme was never 
intended to benefit a substantial number of people since many will not be allowed 
to continue working until they are 6n, Regular repatriation and reengagement of 
migrants is a sifting process that eliminates those once healthy, strong, young 
men who have lost their youth and vital++;'• in the mines and whose productive 
capacity has been reduced to minimum. After the age of AO they are normally 
turned away.^'
aggregate of IS years, or IP years in the case of premature retirement due to

.The requirements that the retiring man should have worked for an

* To assune that the dependents of the deceased workman could institute 
civil action in a situation of financial, intsllectual and pclitical constraints 
would strain credulity.
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incapacity, is also difficult to fulfill as the migrant is never allowed to stay
Some of the Tndunas (tribal leaders in the 

Boss Boys (gang leaders at the work situation) are "rewarded" 
in siding with the management; they ste^r long enough to

more than a year for any one contract.
compounds) md the 
for their opportunism
receive the Long Service Award.

The method of calculating the value of Long Service Awards is not known.
calculate the Compassionate Scheme illustrates the discriminatoryThe method used to 

nature of the award:

"Value and Calculation of tJrants
The Comoassionate grant shall be calculated at the following rates 

for each year of service or portion thereof
(a) in respect of Coloureds and Asiatics - RlOO p.a.
(b) in respect of Tndunas, Mabala^.s, Police Boys (tribal 

representatives), certified Black Hospital Orderlies,
Welfare Officers, other non-whites of similar stitus 
who are members of the Mines Bantu Provident Pund and 
underground Boss Boys - RlOO p.a.

(c) lii respect of other non-white employees:
(i) underground Employees - R65 per annum

(it) Surface Boss Boys and other employees of 
similar status on surface or underground - 
R70 per annum

44
(lii) other surface employees - R50 p.a,"

Mines Bantu Provident Fund Scheme is a contributory scheme and is
engaged in certain designated

The

Benefits

The
compulsory for all monthly paid black workers who are
occupations, earn more than RPO ’ month and are employed by a mining comnany. 
contribution is R?.50 for the employee and R4 for the employer per month, 
are payable only on death or retirement, Includinr retirement due to permanent 
incapacity. Minimum retiring age (as in the case of Long Service Award) is 60 for

Although the Provident Fund Scheme isunderground workers and 63 for surface, 
batter than the Long Service Award 'at it is not discretionary, it has the

jst unattainable retirement age given the
The benefits

same handicap of being subject to an
temporary and disjointed nature of employment under the migrant system.

For each year of jensionable service (that is onlydo not amount to much either.
those days on which contributors worked) RlOO is payable, 
a total of ?0 years service - if the worker manages to keep himself hired until he

This means

is 60 years old - would entitle him only to R2,000.
Both schemes are window-dressing and a negligible contribution to the welfare 

of workers. They cannot be relied upon to take care of the retired or incapaci-
Tn fact, propertated worker and his family for any reasonable length of time, 

retirement benefits can correctly be regarded as part of the money due but \inpald
to the worker, oonsiderlng his very low wages.

legislation on dt ^rred pay
The dtfeiTed pay scheme in Southern Africa is a system of holding over part 

of a worker'a wages every month until the end of his contract when he is paid the 
acer>’~d amount.

(c)

The system was Introduced by the Chamber of Minos in 1918 tc
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create a pool of cheap finance capital, with concurrence of the Union Oovemraent. 
The Native Recruitment Commission was appointed administrator.
Invested with the South African Government Public Uebt Commissioners, 
individual accounts were kept by the Chamber of Mines on the grounds that such

The worker did not

The money was
No

accounts would bo cumbersome and expensive to administer.
Concurrently, a Deferred Pay Interest Fundreceive any Interest on his money.

It was to be administered by a boardfor deposit of the interest was created, 
consisting of two South African Goverrjnent officials and four persons appointed 
by the Native Recruitment Commission, representing the Chamber, 
to be donated to "General Welfare work", 
to countries and organisations in Southern Africa.

The interest was
Thus, occasionally gifts were donated

These included educational 
However, the workers, whose 

The decisions were made by the
materials to schools, X-Ray machines for hospitals, 
money it was, never had a say in the donation,
■Board on recommendation of the recruiting agents. 
countries or areas whose inhabitants had contributed most.

Nor did the gifts go to

It can be argued that the donations were made to give the impression that 
mining capital was philanthropic and humanitarian, 
governments and, other institutions in the hope of diverting attention from the 
Issues of condi'ions of work in the mines and the other harmful aspects of the

It is even alleged that politicians were given some of 
A Select Committee of the Basutoland National Council recommended

The gifts were made to blind

migrant labour system.
47this money,

in 1962 that the Interest on Deferred Vey be paid direct to the Government in
However, the recommendation was not Implemented.Tiesotho.

Immediately after independence in 1966 the Lesotho Government started 
negotiations with the South African authorities to have the deferred money 
deposited in Lesotho. In January 1974 after talks which the Minister of Finance, 
Mr. Sekhonyana, called "very hard". South African authorities and the Chamber of 
Mines agreed to have deferred pay remitted to Lesotho. The Deferred Pay Act,
No. 18, of 1974 and the Employment (Deferred Pay) Regulations 1974 (Legal Notice 
No. 57 of 1974) were introduced late 1974 to facilitate the implementation of the 
agreement.. By Regulation 5 of the Employment (Deferred Pay) Regulation every 
contract for work on mines outside Lesotho, entered into after 1 January 1975, 
had to contain a clause providing for the deduction of an amount, equivalent to at 
least 60i5 but not more than 9n'’5 of the monthly wage. This amo-int was to be 
deposited by the employer with the Lesotho Bank.

The purpose of the law was stated during the Parliamentary Debates. Mr. 
Sekhonyana said:

"As from January next year these monies shall be deposited with 
the Lesotho Bank whore interest shall bo available... That is the 
purpoae of this law." Ho went on: "Another point is to encourage 
our people to save. The habit of savings can protect our nation 
from unpredictable difficulties."^®

. Mr. Se+loboko put the purpose even more clearly:
"It can be of great advantage to the Basotho miners because their 

monies shall have interest unlike the old days. Secondly, it shall 
bo safe from being squandered in 'Shebeen' houses (pubs) as before. 
Thirdly, it shall help to develop our eountiy."49
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, the purposes of compulsory deferred psy are to help the migrant to save his 
money with interest and to make available to the State a substantial amount of 
finance capital for development pro.lects. The last mentioned reason is perhaps

justification for State Interference with a worker's

Thus

the more important one as a 
earnings and their disposal.

resisted by the migrants when It was introduced in 1975. 
they did not believe the scheme had been Introduced for a good

The matter had been handled

The scheme was first
apparently because
purpose, especially as they had not been consulted.

Chamber of Mines and the South African Government. Itby Lesotho Government, the 
is said that during the 1975 strikes on the Vaal Reef, President's Brand and 
Bracken gold mines, "the main issue at stake was the 60“? compulsory deferred pay 
clause in new contracts for Lesotho miners" (Kirkwood, 1975, p. 55).

to have come to realise an advantage in com.pul8ory savings and now
The migrants.

however, seem 
prefer it to the previous cherae.

idea of compulsorily deferring wages has come under attack on grounds c"
and, by Implication, of infringing the worker's 

TLO Conventions reaffirm this freedom but

The

being unrelated to family needs 
freedom to dispose of his wages, 
also permit
requiring the repatriation of part of the wages 
left behind.'’^

the countries of immigration and emigration to make arrangements
for the maintenance of the family

Rhodesian deferred Pay Scheme has been criticised as confiscatory on theThe
(Wegrounds that, if the worker deserts the mine, he forfeits his deferred pay.

of the Interests of capital and of the State resulting in 
This tends towards slave labour.)

see here a convergence
the deprivation ol the worker of his wages.
However, the Lesotho law does not have such an effect.
Employment (deferred Pay) Regulations provides that money
Deferred Pay Fund by the Lesotho Bank shall be refunded to the employee on his 
return to Lesotho after the completion of his contract, 
no premature '•Ithdrawal of deferred pay would bo permitted except where the

This seems to

Regulation 4 of the 
paid into the

It further states that

employee died or was incapacitated before finishing his contract.
However, Regulation 4 (5)(c) permits wlthcrawal "where

The flrst-
threaten confiscation.
fox* any other reason an employee is unable to complete his contract", 
mentioned general limitation seems to be aimed at allowing the I«sotho Bank time 
to plan the cash-flow at the particular times when contracts are expiring.

fact is that the Lesotho Bank hands over to the recruiting agents a
The agents then

What

happens in
large amount of cash one week before migrants are due to return.

Another reason for the limitationjlay t; a money to the migrants on their refrim, 
is'that the Government of Lesotho would not like to encourage Irregular withdrawals 
of deferred pay eta this would interfere with its investment objectives and defeat
the purpose of the scheme.

Section 6 of the Deferred Pay Act is perhaps questionable. It provides:
"(i) Any moneys unclaimed by an employee shall on advice from the 

employer that it is due and unclaimed, be transferred to a separate 
account in the vund, (11) If such money remains unclaimed after five 

from the date of deposit into the separate account, it shall beyears
transferred to the Donaolldated Fund."
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This section was opposed both at the second reading and at committee stage. The 
Oovemment was charged with intentions of confiscation. However, the Minister

subsection (iii) of section 6 provides that a claimof Finance pointed out that
bo made and accepted after five years.can

to return to Lesotho, sub-regulation (2) of regulation 
4 allows then to apply for a refund from the Labour Oommisslonor.

If migrants decide not

However, there remains the questionable feature that unclaimed deferred pay 
ends up in Oovommont coffers. Ought not the money be given to the worker’s 
family? It should be easy to trace the family. A migrant who turns up after, 
say, 7 years has no cause to complain that his money has been given to his family, 
which it was his t-9k to support. The State has no legitimate claim to the money

grounds of using it for development.after five years, even on
What effect has this legislation on a worker's ability to provide for hie 

family? Regulation 5(1) (as amended) permits an employee to authorise his 
employer to pay from his deferred pay to a dependant family remittance not

It is not clear whether this refers to the
The former

exceeding 50"? of his deferred pay,
whole balance in the bank or one particular month's deferred pay.

the employer would have no access to the 
the amount would be

interpretation appears unlikely, because
This speaks for the latter, but in this casewhole balance.

so small as to be scarcely useful to the family, 
correct, the procedure which the migrant and his desperate family have to go

cumbersome that anybody who tried It once would hesitate to do it
Yet, one o' the declared alms of the deferred 

for his family's needs. Although

Whatever interpretation is

through is so 
again, however pressing the need.

scheme is to enable the migrant to save moneyPW
the Inaccessibility of deferred pay is benefical in these terms, the restrictive 

the legislation makes the scheme oppressive in the short run to some 
Because the monies are given in lump sura, even the savings

nature of 
migrant families, 
effect is not guaranteed, as the money nay be lost or lavishly ent.

cannot be said to be wholly beneficial to the individual migrant, 
the level of benefit to the nation? deferred

In 19'i3 deferred

If the scheme
19 it nevertheless unimpeachable on
Pay monies have been increasingly substantial over the years.

amounted to R5P,856 (Pirn, 1935, p. 37): in 19^5 total remittances amounted to 
R4,395,000 (Ward, 1967 , p. 362): and In Becember 1976 deft.'red pay alone was

It is expected that, with tighter control over the collection 
In addition, a large amount of migrant

pay

R17,822,431.45. 
system, it could come to 120 million.

remittances to the family, for instance overearnings flow into Lesotho as 
R8 million in 1976.

As indicated earlier one of the goals stated by the Oovemment for introducing 
compulsory deferred pay was to obtain a large pool of finance capital for development.

However, one might question whether the objective
The Government has said that, because of the temporary availability

Section 5 (e)

In our view, this is commendable.
is achieved.
of these funds, they cannot be used to finance long-term projects, 
of the Deferred Pay Act requires investments to be made in such a way that the

The money, therefore, is mainly used in the
The migrants recelveSi? Mn*

securities are realisable on demand.
South African end European money markets to make more money.
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the Lesotho Bank wf:le the balance of interest made ison their money from
administered by a Deferred Pay Trust Fund created under the Deferred Pay Act 1974.

apparently the only part of the migration-derived funds available 
Infoimation as to how the interest has in fact been 

ie not available except that it is to bo disposed of "in such a manner
Such information would only be

This interest is 
for long-term investment, 
allocated
as the government may direct from time to time", 
available if section 8 of the Deferred Pay Act was complied with. Section 8

states;
"(1) The Board shall report to the Miv.ister annually on the 
of the Deferred Pay ^brnd and the distribution of the interest 

(2) The Minister shall as soon as possible cause a copy
the acco'jnts to he laid on the table of the National

state 
earned, 
of the report and 
Assembly".

Tt is only after the report has been considered by Parliament that its contents 
are open to the public.

As of Msqt 1978 no report had been- presented to the National Assembly, 
would be important to know into what development projects this money has been nut. 
It seems clear, however, that it has not caused a significant increase in job 
opportunities (see Strom, 1978, PP. 141-2 and 150).

It

\
Whatever the net benefits and irtioever the ultimate beneficiary, it appears 

unrealistic and pointless to suggest that the Lesotho Oovernraent should stop the 
deferred pay scheme. The result would be to give greater control of it to the 
agents of capital in South Africa. Tt should nevertheless not be forgotten that 
such cash flows into the country ultimately Increase the dependency instead of 
easing the country out of it.

Meanwhile, the struggle of the workers of Southern ifrlca against intolerable 
working and living conditions, and against exploitation, is retarded by the passive 
support given by independent States to the continuation of the very instrument of 
exploitation - the migrant labour system, 
usefully
pension scheme, using the interest on their deposits of deferred pay as premiums 
or contributions.^^

One project which the government could
introduce for the miners is a kind of unemployment insurance scheme or

V, CONCLITSTON

This paper has attempted to discuss the legal framework within which labour 
migration from Lesotho to South Africa takes place and to put this framework 
within its proper historical context.

It has shown that colonial policy and legislation in Tiesotho, at first 
probably unconseloualy but subsequently consciously, assisted South African 
mining capital to obtain the use of Basotho labour-power at a cheap price, 
line with contemporary South African policy and legislation to make blacks 
available to satisfy the growing demand for labour deriving from capif'llst 
development, the Colonial Administration enacted legislation that made Lesotho

recruited for the mines on

In

a labour reseirve from which healthy strong men were
Permanent migration to urban areas was not permitted by theshort contracts.
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Pass Laws and Native Labour Lavs. It vould have created a vorlcln* class capable 
of crganlsatlon, of demands for a more equitable share of the product md for 
neater responsibility regarding social welfare on the part of 3^* 
sever the links with the impoverished labour reserve would have P - ^
proletarlsatlon and. therefore. Increased the cost, of labour a- well a. of development. ,, •

nispossessed as they were of their most Important means of production, land, 
the Basotho could not effectively resist the institutionalisation of the migrant

/

labour system.
post-colonial leglalatlon In Lesotho has achieved

Many indications point 
Thus, the Tnter-Govemmental

The paper also shows that
little to stop the exploitation of the country’s citizens, 
to encouragement of the continuation of the system.

Lesotho and South Africa unquestionably favours
It gives the impression ofLabour Agreement between

mining capital and South African political Interests.
South Africa doing a favour to Lesotho by employing Basotho in the mines regardless 
of the living and working conditions involved. The deferred pay legislation, which 
taps the migrants' earnings to create a 
ment, further pulls the cotmtry Into the quagtlre

Still, It may be possible to use 
and for post-migration welfare of the workers.

of finance for the Lesotho Govem- 
of dependency on South Africa's 

these funds for .lob-

source

crude form of capitalism, 
creating pro.lects

No suggestions can be made as to strategies for change within the present legal 
Abolition of migrant labour In Its present form can only come with the 

capitalism with its particular racial Ideology of 
through the struggles of the workers themselves.

framework.
passing of South Africa's form of 

This must come about
for better working and living conditions, accommodation with one s 

dignity Is the struggle not only of Basotho or
The only help the Oovemments

apartheid.
The struggle
family, social welfare and human
foreign workers but of all blacks In Scuth Africa, 
of labour siipplylng countries can provide Is to get together for the purpose of

right of workers to negotiate for themselves, as well
denied under South African

demanding the fundamental 
as the other trade union rlgh-tewhich black workers are
laws.

VI. FOOTNOTES

1 For a record of the negotiations that led to British control of Lesotho nee B??. leso^^o warhanded over to the Cane Colony by the British Government 
to be administered under the Cape Parliament In 1R71.

7 Griffith, the Resident Commissioner of Basutol and In 1871 ‘'*®***’' "'T!!®.
dlscovei^ of the diamond fields has had a great 

■ money has come Into general use and commerce has beer, much facilitated and 
increased thereby" (quoted in Burman, 1976, p. 46). .

1. At this time the chiefs were disgruntled over the way the ^
unilaterally handed over Lesotho to the Cape Colony and deprived thamot 
Mme of thelr^powers, especially tha^ of allocating land, ^he si Nation 
is best described by Griffith (the Governor's Agent. In tesotho) In hts 
Annual Report of 187^: "The chiefs, finding their power was leaving them, 
became L^lously alarmed and tried to organise a reactionary movement. 
Outwardi'' this reaction manifested Itself ''V ^he slmultmeous rwh of great 
many Basutoa, at the instigation of the chiefs, to the marnond fields for
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027-74, quoted In Burman, 1976, p. 45).

4. Ae Arrl^hl (1973. P-199 ) TiSir^^ec^e
;tirernlSeVhoerco™S:^?lon is ;:i:Tood^a“re"

consumption .e^ains
discretionary, in time some

Heconclusion is similar to Arri«;hi-s <197% P- 198-9) ^“^^^^odesia 

peasantry's competitive position on the produce mar)fet.

» ..r,—o+„v, hiB Grace the Duke of BuOklwtham and Ohandos to Oove’.-nor

diTOOsed to withhold their consent from the scheme J^ich you have proposed 
of placing Moshesh and his tribe for l^e present ,mder the control^of^the
ci!Sniro?1SStrJfitcron'’?Se"’lnS2rstanding thaVno pecuniary or military 
aid is to, be sought from this country". BPP, p. 90.

5. This

6.

Colonial Annual Reports (C.A.R.) 1898/9. quoted 1974. P- 88-89. This
statement has a number of implications. First, it tends to imply that by 
1099 Faautoland was not destitute, that In ^®ct it still *
CTain - sufficient to satisfy subsistence'needs P"’’9®P® ^
H^^r in the eves of the British Administrators this .
nSrihrmost important factor in the allocation of lataur. The 
/.nnaiSBrat-lon was the provision of labour to the mainly British owned mines.
Capitalist development both in mining and in +1®“ ""hase
in +' e interest of the British Fmpire. The use of migrant earnings to purchase 
English ?u^^ go«is. ln8ieal of helping to develop 1°=®!
self-relimc^ was applauded. The most outrageous part of this statem^t is 
?hat Huc^^oA not .^ing the needs of South African farms, mines or families

. 7.

. t

should not be pjjmpted.
confidential memorandum on the financial position of Ba^tol^d nresented to 
the Rconomic Survey Mission Secretariat, Maseru, 17th Oct. 1958, p, 1^,

Annual Report of Governor's Agent. Basutoland. 1873: ''“P® P“r7“'‘?^/'‘9era, 
1874, Appendix T, Vol. i, G. P7-74, pn. 20-27 reproduced in Burnan, 1976,
pp. 41 and 51.

8.
. \

9.

10, Calculated from figures provided in Pirn, 1^ 5, P* 798-P02, Jhe Colonial 

that a further loan of 035^000 was made.
n Ror a historv of the struggle for absorption of the High Commissi^ Territories 

i^to Soil^.h Afrl« datmrf^om 1909 (the year of the Hnion) nee Lord Halley. 
1962, and Halpem, 1965,

■19 And thus to urovide cheap labour to the capitalist sector, as is ably argued 
Bo-^zoli (1977^ for South .Africa and Arri^hl (397'^) for Rhodesia. Bozzoli, anerpoiitlnriit tSat Obtaining black workers Implied their removal fr^ the 

Ian" orgmising their recruitment and developing a labour control systeT, 
land, organising^^ Managers Association's Committee on Hatlve Labour was,set 

inform and pressurise the Chamber on such matters as hut tax.

By

showa how 
up in 1893 "to
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rnMmmi^mLabour Queat^n" 3^977.^^.^^) .^^Arr^hi^(197%^^P^

IHriorLfw^e laboS“enfor«d by NaUYrCo^rJ?a8^o^lrs^d"the°pono;,

Er3
»i'bB nbtainlne of black workers implied the removal of black 

evolution of crude methods of surplus exxracxion

1*5. Boszoll states;

KS;; ?f„;'’%'”w‘s.f.5r.%r.rr.v.; fi'Ji.’’-’'”-
A^'if^e thlt'ultimately forced the peasants to become
dependent fjr their subsistence on the wage employment in the capitalist 
sector. I

in Burman, 1976, p. ’>5.

For a brief description of the d-./elopment of the pass law system, see 
Hepple, 1971, p. 15ff.

16. Report of the
(quoted in Bardill et. el

the

15.

1920, pera. 5Interdepartmental Committee on Native Pass Lawa, 
1977, p.7).

• f

Printer, Pretoria.
th^High °omral"fiJn ?e5^i?oriel?^osten?at,iousty^for'thnanera]®welfare of 
the workers but mainly for tar collection.
The Malawi Agreement preamble reads:

"Whereas the Government of the Republic of Malawi and the 
Pnwernment of the Republic of South Africa have taken note of

affiliated to the Transvaal and Orange ^^ree State Chamber of 
Mines or on other mines or in other employment; and
Whereas these persons are, either not in possession of id^ti- 
fioation documents issued by the Malawi authorities or are in 

of documents not recognised by the South African

19.

posse sslon 
■ authorities; and

therefore subject to repatriation inWhereas these persons are 
terms of South African laws; and
Whereas It la the desire of the Republic of South ^^rlcs on the 
one hand, to establish administrative arrar.,'eraents to regul^ite 
the position of these Malawians, and it Is the desire of the 
Republic of Malawi, on the other hand, -„
employment for these Malawians
the employment of Malawians in the Republic of South Africa,...
Now therefore officials of both countries... have to

their respective Governments the following propo3edpresent to 
arrangements "
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20. For an expoaitlon of the reasons Iri^gSSth ^
Import of labour amidst conditions of structural labour surplus in South
Africa itself, see Clarke, 1977a, pp. 13-16.

threat to the South African Senate on 5th Juno21. Dr. Vervoerd expressed this 
1964 thus:

"If this is their (High Conmiselon Territories’) place of employ
ment! if this IS the source of their revenue, if o^ 
connection with eustona revenue is in their interest, .
individual government that is established there must maintain friend- 
Bhlp with its neighbour in the interesta of Its own people (cited in 
Halpem, 1965, p. 437).

of the relationship between apartheid, capital accumulation
Legassick, 1974 and Wolpe, 197?.22. For a discussion

and cheap migrant labour, see generally
The contract foim signed and attested le not
is subjected to a second medical examination at the WNLA Depot before 
he is finally allocated to an employer.
The requirements of a contract has a history. Pirn (1935
mi* that "bv IQ^S Daasefl Issued by the Colonial Administration, though 
Sv!ousiruillmlted! ha^ come to be restricted at the f
OovewmenL "Passes for work are not now issued unless the applicant has a 
definite Job to go to."

23.

9A q** .Teaves 1975. p. 11. where he mentions the establishment of special 
finger-print bureaux in the South African police to detect deserters.

25. The Malawi Agreement of 1967 is more explicit about the consequences of 
desertion. Article 10 headed "Deserters" states; " A P"®?® Tl®, 
who has deserted from his employment in the Republic of South '
Just cause shall not be permitted to take up °*her employment but shall be 
referred back to his previous employer for completion of 
employment. On a second desertion -.uch a person shall ^®
Malawi... At the same time such person shall be black-listed for future 
employment in South Africa".
The Bantu (Abolition of Passes and Coordination of 0°®""®"*®) Act No. 67 
of 1952- the Bantu (Urban Areas; Act No. 25 of 19^5; the Bantu Administra
tion Act, No. 38 of 1927.

26.

to refuse to attest a contract. Section ?l gives the attesting officer power
which does not make adequate provision for transportation upon recruitment 
or repatriation or which has no provision regarding termination of contract 
by giving due notice.

28

reductive potential of labour that 
I provide for a second medical examina-29. So concerned is capital to maximise nr

contracts (TBBA contract elasue 1 [b|) ^ .
tion at the WNLA Depot before the recruitee is actually employed.

Section 27 permits the employer. Section 26 of the Employment (Amendment) Act. , . .
and employee by mutual agreement to have the contract extended by an attesting 
officer for a period not exceeding 6 months.

30

in section 32 given to the Minister to prohibitEqually Irrelevant is the power 
recruiting in a particular district.31.

Article XVI of the Convention between Tunisia and Belgium concerning the 
and residence in Belgium of Tunisian Workers, 7 August, 1969,32.

employment 
D.N. Treaty Series, Vol. 696, p. 73.

first hand account of conditions In the mines see Ramahapu, 1977 and33. For a
A.I.M., 1976.
Clause XIII of the Specimen Contract annexed to the Tunisia/Belgium Convention 
and Article XITT of the Convention itself (see footnote 32).34.
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In practlc* only "Boss Boys", the InformsTS of msna^ement, given the 
privilege of living with their families outside the compound.35.

?or this purpose clause 1 (k) provides that ijhe worker agrees to a r^ord 
of his finger impressions being retained by TEBA at its Central Records 
Service Department.

36.V This does not allowArticle XI of the Convention mentioned in footnote 32. * , .
the migrant muoh scope either, but it is better than the threat of immediate 
repatriation.

37.

According to a circular of the Rand Mutual Assurance Company, which Insures 
employees of the mining companies. Chamber of Mines to its members; 
circular No. 2 of 1975.
Wallis. 1977, note 53. has described the frustrating procedure th.at Basotho

J “fair Km VS
operator before and was at the time in a supervisory capacity.

In 1971 there were 144,000 awards amounting to R2,016,686 unclaimed.
House of Assembly Debates, 197], Col. 547, quoted by Hepple, 1971, p. 34.

In respect of workers under the English Workmen's Compensation Acts,
Atlyah (1975, p.318-9 ) said; "The ob.lective of the employer (or rather 
his insurer) was always to force a settlement for the lowest possible figure 
and to use his greater bargaining power to do so; the threat to carry 
cases to appeal was obviously a good deal more powerful then than it is 
today under the tort system, partly because trade unions were not so wealthy 
then as thev are now and were lees willing to bear the costs of frequent 
appeals; and partly because (with no other social security payments to faU 
back on) en injured man or his dependants simply could not afford to wait 
while a ease slowly meandered through the legal process from court to court."

All this is still true of Basotho migrants today especially as they have no 
trade union support et all alone a financially comfortable one.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42. Onoted by BBhning, 1077, p. 52.

43. See Clarke, 1977; McDowell, 1976.

44. from a 
Orant»V dated 23/9/74.

45. This historical information is based on the evidence of Mr. Chapman, 
Superintend ant of N.R.C., at a hearing by the Basutoland National Council 
Select Committee on Labour Organisation, August 1962.

46. During the debate in the Lesotho National Assembly, a member said: 
that the South African Mining Authorities did not give aid (gifts) to T^esotho 
alone, yet the monies belonged to the Basotho, They were given also to 
Botswana and Swaziland and also to Institutions in the Republic It-plf". 
Hansard. 2nd Meeting, 1st Session, 26-31 October 1974, p. 10.

47. C.D. Mcfeli, M.P. in a speech during the debate on the Deferred Ray Act said: 
"Deferred pay was banked by m' e managements who used the interest thereon
as they liked. I also know tine tlnre is a politician in this co:mtry who ^ 
received a grant from such inxerest."
28-31 October, p, 24,

48. Hansard. Eirst Meeting, 2nd Session, 17-25 Oct. 1974, n. 252.

49. Ibid, p. 253 (emphasis added).

50. BBhning, 1977, p. 50.

51. TLO, 1978, p, 87.

Memorandum of the Chamber of Mines entitled “Annexure B, Compassionate

"We know

Hansard. 2nd Meeting, 1st Session,
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Article 13 (5) of the Model Agreement annexed to the Migration for Employment 
Recommendation (Reviaed) No. 86, 1949.
For a detailed account of thfe problem, see Gordon, 1978.
Gordon, 1978, makes detailed suggestions as to how deferred pay can be 
made more useful to the migrant and his family.

52.

53.

54.
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